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Product feature and function
The effect of infrared slimming blanket:
●

Safety-Water proof soft material with flexible tensile capabilities
even in various sleeping position.

●

Safety-The Heating wire is design to withstand any stretches or
bends.

●

Outside are top grade PU material , inside are waterproof
PVC .

●

Infrared dry heating.

●

Two zone-temperature control.

●

There are 4 pcs Thermostat which can automatically cut off for
over heating.

●

Throught Controller to adjust the temperature from 25-75 celsius.
The time can set up from 15-60 min.

●

Two zone slimming blanket are make the front and back of body
to loss weight and exhause detoxin.

●

The pressure on our spine is halved when you are lying down.

●

With the sauna blanket ,your muscles will be loosened and you
whole body relaxes.

●

Your blood circulates better and the strain on your heart reduced.
Our capillaries are expanded while oxygen is flowing throughout
our bodies. High quality thick PU soft material.

2.product Function.
●Keep beauty-Promote blood circulation,accelerate metabolism.
Strength muscle nutrient, it also active cell and eliminate heavy ions
and toxin.
●Weight loss-accelerate metabolism.so as to make the cell of fat
are break down quickly.
●Body shaping –It can let skin to absorb the nutrient and inside the
skin. Make the skin smooth and beauty.
●Keep health-Improve lnsomnia , constipation, endocrine dyscrasia
and arthritis.Improve human immunity.

3. Caution
●

Old people should be warded by the aduits.

●

Please stop using it ,when you feel bad or any other
discomfortable.

●

You’d better be far away from fire or other heat producer when
using it.

●

Please turn off and unplug the product after ysing it.

Warning! The person who has the symptom as following, please
get the doctor’s permission before using this product.
●

The person who has product skin diseases, such as scald and

reddening.
●

The person who has splanchnic diseases.

●

The person who has heart defibrillators or other implantable
devices.

●

The person who has heart disease.

●

The person who has skeletal fragility or damage in his bone,
especially the bone of back.

●

The person who has maliqnancy.

●

The person who does not feel well or is being treated.

●

The person who just has a surgery.

●

The person who has osteoporosis.

●

The person whose blood pressure is not normal.

●

The pregnant women.

●

The person who has a headache.

1. Insert the cable plug of the heating blanket into the output jack in front of the
main control box and fasten it.（Note: make sure power off before insertion）
2. Insert one end of the double-headed power cord into the power cord socket
behind the main control box.
3. Power on:
A. Push the master power switch behind the main control box. （The
device will give out auto-test sounds.）
B. The device begins to work by push the POWER key.

4. Working temperature setting：
Push the ＊ and ＊ keys below NUMBER A and NUMBER B. The max

temperature could be set between 25° and 75°.
5. Upper/lower heating outlet selection：
Push the SELECT key，and there will be red dots at the lower right of the
digitron above NUMBER A and NUMBER B, indicating that the corresponding
outlet is set to output.
6. Working time setting：
Push the ＊ and ＊ keys above TIME. The maximum time is 60 minutes,
and the minimum time is 20 minutes.
7. Heating
Push the START/STOP key，odd times for running, even times for stop.
（During output, the red dots at the lower right of the digitron above NUMBER
A and NUMBER B will turn on, indicating that there is output from the
corresponding outlet.）

